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Abstract: In this work, a unique tri-band notch and multi-
bandUWBantenna sensor has been designed formicrowave
sensing system to find out the cancerous tissues. The cres-
cent shaped slot loaded antenna has been designed to avoid
interferences between the antennas in UWB ranges. Using
notches, the antenna sensitivity increases for detection. The
proposed method has been verified through simulation and
validated using measurements. S11 plot of the proposed an-
tenna shows three notches at 3GHz, 4.75GHz and 7.25GHz. It
also shows four bands and omnidirectional radiation pattern
over the UWB frequency range. Ground plane has been
chosen to be hexagonal to achieve fourth band. I-shaped and
U-shaped parasitics improve the antenna performance in
third band. Crescent shaped and C-shaped slots improve the
performance of first and second band of the antenna
respectively. Additionally, phantom without tumors
and with single and multiple tumors are fabricated.
S-parameter analysis is a better approach to detect the
cancerous tissues in the breast. Concept of principal
component analysis of statistical machine learning has
also been used to distinguish S-parameter of normal breast
phantom from malignant breast phantom.

Keywords: breast cancer detection; crescent shaped slot
loaded antenna (CSLA); microwave sensor; PCA; UWB
antenna.

1 Introduction

Early identification of breast cancer has recently played an
essential role in preventing early death among women

around the world. In 2020, an estimated 2.26 million new
cases have occurred which is about 0.17% more than the
cases in 2018. According toWHO reports, 684,996 fatalities
reported over the world. If they were diagnosed in the
early stage, the risk reduction [1] would have been
more, resulting in lesser fatalities. X-ray mammography,
computed tomography (CT) scan, positron emission to-
mography (PET) scan, ultrasound andmagnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) techniques are the current screening mo-
dalities for early-stage cancer identification. The most
commonly used and accepted methods for early recogni-
tion of breast cancer is x-ray mammography and PET scan.
In spite of its success in detection, it has several short-
comings like lesser reliability, patient discomfort, ionized
radiation, difficulties in detecting cancer in its early stage
and a high false-alarm rate [2].

Existing imaging approaches such as MRI and CT can
produce true images of high-resolution. These imaging
methods are still large, massive, and slow. Therefore, such
methods are not available in the countryside and in
emergency vehicles like ambulances or at distant health
clinics. All of these drawbacks point to the need for a
supplemental breast imaging tool which is less bulky,
less time-consuming and which may augment existing
approaches. The use of microwave energy in imaging is
currently attracting the attention of research community.
Microwave detection systems are simple, safe, portable
and cost effective [3]. At the microwave frequencies
(300 MHz–300 GHz) of EM waves, the microwave imaging
(MI) helps to distinguish and access the interior structure of
any object. It is a development of previously used detection
tactics which used MI technology in microwave tomogra-
phy and radar-based imaging. It may be used for a variety
of activities including structural health examination,
medical imaging, non-destructive testing and evaluation
etc. It has received recognition for its help to detect mali-
cious cells in the breast also. InMI, the radiated signal from
the antenna sensor is incident on the object under exami-
nation and scattered through it. Because malignant cells
have a higher permittivity than normal cells, electromag-
netic waves are scattered differently across them. The
receiving antenna picks up the reflected back echo signal.
The dielectric contrast between healthy and malignant
tissues is used to identify tumours [4].
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Figure 1. Simulated and fabricated antenna sensor. (a) Top view, (b) bottom view, (c) CSLA prototype of proposed antenna (top view), (d) CSLA
prototype of proposed antenna (bottom view).
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Different types of antennas are described in the liter-
ature which are used in imaging modalities for breast
cancer diagnosis [4–11]. Sugitani et al. [4] proposed a 4 × 4
array antenna in the concern to operate in the range of
6–12.5 GHz but the antenna is not verified with spherical
curvature shape of breast and does not cover all of theUWB
bandwidth. Moreover, the antenna size is also quite larger.
In elliptically slotted antenna, S-structured slot in feedline
and C-structured parasitic stubs are used to generate the
dual band notches. Using slots in feed line and asymmet-
rical parasitic, the achieved bandwidth has been of
8.37 GHz while the maximum gain of antenna is 4.08 dBi.
However, the application of antenna has not been imple-
mented in cancer detection [6]. In [7], elliptical shaped
MIMO antenna has been designed with operating fre-
quency band of 3.2–14 GHz. It has slotted ground plane and
its radiation pattern has directional properties. However,
the size of antenna is 16 × 71.5 × 0.254 mm3 which is
comparatively large. In [8], the antenna has an ultra-
wideband of 120 percent and a frequency range from 3 GHz
to 12 GHz with an overall size of 35 mm × 20 mm × 1.6 mm.
But only four tumor locations were analyzed and also with
a high SAR value. The detected tumor location was
different from original position of the tumor. In square

monopole patch antenna, a square radiating patch and a
ground plane with a pair of horizontal T-shaped strips
protruded inside the slot provides a wide fractional band-
width of nearly 120% (2.97–12.83 GHz). The antenna
achieves radiation efficiency of 86% and bandwidth of
9.86 GHz on dimension of 12 × 18 mm2 [9]. The antenna
shows omni-directional radiation pattern but gain of an-
tenna is not given and not verified with the tumour. In [10],
return loss characteristic of antenna covers the frequency
range of 3–10 GHz. In entire frequency band, the antenna
has stable andhigh-directional patterns aswell as a narrow
HPBW. In [11], UMAS sensor probe with 4 elements is
operated within frequency range of 2.8–20 GHz for breast
cancer detection.

In literatures, distinct approaches in microwave
sensing are seen. In [12], three approaches are described
for image formation that are active, passive, and hybrid.
In [4], pulsed confocal and in [13] microwave-induced
thermal acoustic tomography are discussed. In [14],
confocal and in [15] a microwave imaging via space-time
beamforming approach is presented. In [16], radar-based
breast cancer is presented. When short UWB electro-
magnetic pulses are transmitted and received back at
antenna, the scattering information is collected. In [17],

Figure 2. Parametric analysis of proposed design. (a) Parametric variation of crescent outer radius (Ru), (b) parametric variation of C-slot,
(c) parametric variation of length of U-shaped parasitic.
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nanoparticles based approach is discussed. In [18], near-
field antenna and in [19], S-parameter data in the complex
frequency domain are recorded. The core concept of
this approach is that malicious breast tumours and
normal breast tissues vary significantly in respect of their
dielectric properties at microwave frequencies [20]. Non-
ionizing radiation is used in this procedure, which is
much better than the ionising radiation used in x-ray
mammography in respect of human health. MI does not
require compression thus making the examination more
convenient than in case of mammography [14]. Regular
screening is alsomade possible by this technology because

of the low-illumination power levels used in the process.MI
has the advantage of being quite inexpensive too.

In this paper, a novel UWBmonopole crescent shaped
slot loaded antenna (CSLA) sensor is proposed for the
microwave sensor application. This antenna has four
bands with three notches. Notches are provided to avoid
interferences with existing narrow band communica-
tion application such as Wi-MAX (2.8–3.4 GHz), C-band
(4.7–5 GHz) and downlink X-band (6.7–7.9 GHz). More-
over, the antenna thus becomes more sensitive for the
tumor. Using antenna, S11 variation with a breast phan-
tom can be recorded which indicates the location of

Figure 3: Simulation andmeasurement results, (a) S11 of proposed antenna (b) gain of proposed antenna, (b) current distribution at 2.6 GHz,
3.9 GHz and 6 GHz, 11 GHz, (c) radiation pattern at 2.6 GHz, 3.9 GHz, 6 GHz and 11.5 GHz in E–H plane.
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Figure 4: Breast phantom model preparation and result measurement. (a) Inner section of breast model with the positions of tumor,
(b) simulated results of return loss at different positions of tumor, (c) variation in PCA value with tumor (d) phantom model development
process, (e) measured result using developed phantom with antenna.
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tumor. Defective ground structures improve the wideband
characteristics mainly in the context of radar-based
imaging techniques (e.g., [21–23]). Slot-loading tech-
niques are used to reduce the size of antenna and produce
four bands and triple notches within the UWB range [24].
This antenna sensor is using single port that reduces the
system complexity. Also, the three notches in S-parameter
results in more variation in reflected power that increases
the sensitivity of the antenna sensor. These attentions
lead to the prescribed characteristics in microwave
sensing for the proposed antenna like compactness,
simple to model and omnidirectional radiation pattern.

2 Antenna design

The geometry of proposed CSLA with triple notch bands is
shown in Figure 1. The CSLA coated on the top of FR-4
substrate has loss tangent of 0.025, dielectric constant of
4.4 (Ws × Ls), thickness of 1.6 mmand amicrostrip feed line
(3 mm × 15 mm). Defected ground structure (DGS) is
engraved on the bottom side of the substrate to improve the

bandwidth of CSLA. Introduction of slots in ground struc-
ture results in reduction of reflection from current surface.
Thus, the impedance matching is maintained and return
loss gets improved. DGS cut diagonally on the top vertex in
triangular shape on each side results in negligible effect on
S11 at low frequencies but it affects at higher frequencies.
The DGS possesses symmetrical geometry across the
microstrip feed line.

A circular patch introduced with defective ground
results in an integratedUWBantenna. The crescent-shaped
slot in the patch creates the first notch. U and I-shaped
parasitics on the patch create the third band notch while
the C-shaped slot in the patch affect the second notch.

The crescent slot and C slot are of length λ/2 of centre
frequency and are given by this formula

f1,2 notch ≈
c

2L
̅̅̅

ϵeff
√ (1)

Where fnotch notch frequency of the band, L is the total
length of the slot and ϵeff is the effective dielectric constant
which is given by ϵeff = ϵr+1

2 and L can be calculated as

For crescent shape slot, L ≈ 2πR2
3 + 2πRu

3 as the angle

subtended at the center is 120°.
For C-Slot, L = Wc + 2Lc + 2C.
Two U-shaped parasitic strips are used to realise the

rejected frequencies. The following formulas can beused to
determine the dimensions.

Lparasitic ≈
c

f3 notch
̅̅̅

ϵeff
√ (2)

Here, Lparasitic = 2Wu + L2.
The performance of antenna depends on crescent

outer radius that varies from 6 mm to 8 mm, as shown in
Figure 2(a). At crescent outer radius 8 mm, the antenna
performance has been optimized. First band is obtained at

Table : Dimensions of CSLA.

Variable Dimensions (mm) Variable Dimensions (mm)

Ws, W  F, L, W 

Ls  Lg 

R, Wu  L, L, L, L 

L . Lc .
G . Wc .
H . L, C 

W . R .
W . L, W 

Ru 

Figure 5. Measured reflection coefficients and PCA values with different phantoms. (a) Measured, reflection coefficients variation with
frequency of different phantoms, (b) measured PCA values with phantoms.
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the lower frequency of 2.6 GHz. Figure 2(b) shows the
variation of C-slot from 0.5 mm to 2 mm and clearly shows
the third band obtained at 1 mm of frequency 3.9 GHz.
U-arm of parasitic varies from 5 mm to 11 mm as shown in
Figure 2(c). The desired result is obtained at frequency of
6 GHz for the second band at 7 mm.

3 Results and discussions

Proposed antenna has four bands, first band of
2.35–2.78 GHz, second band of 3.46–4.65 GHz, third band
of 5.08–6.08 GHz, and fourth band of 7.96–13 GHz. The
resonance peaks at 2.6 GHz, 3.9 GHz, 5.6 GHz, and 11.4 GHz
respectively are shown in Figure 3(a). In Figure 3(b), first
peak is achieved at 2.7 GHz with gain of 2.13 dB, second
peak at 4.1 GHzwith gain 3.22 dB, third peak at 6.1 GHzwith
gain of 4.27 dB, and fourth peak at 11.2 GHz with gain of
7.13 dB. In Figure 3(c), the distribution of current depicts
first resonance band due to the crescent shape slot cut out
from patch. A parasitic of U-shaped, placed symmetrically
around the microstrip feed line, creates second resonance
band, third resonance band due to the C-slot cut out from
the patch and fourth band due to hexagonal DGS. The
simulated andmeasured radiation patterns are depicted in
Figure 3(c). Proposed antenna provides a consistent and
omnidirectional radiation pattern at lower frequency but as

the frequency increases, the radiation pattern shifts from
omnidirectional to directional. It shows an appreciable
match between simulation and measurement results.

4 Phantom development of breast
and detection process of tumor

Breast phantom model has been developed using four
layers: skin, fat, glandular, and muscular. The simulation
is carried out using HFSS software and the cancerous tu-
mors are introduced at different location of the breast as
depicted in Figure 4(a). The phantommodel has beenmade
heterogeneous using agar powder, distilled water, deter-
gent, formalin, sodium chloride (NaCl), propylene glycol,
polyethylene powder, xanthan gum [25]. Phantom models
developed for the experiment are of three types: first is
homogeneous normal phantom, second is homogeneous
phantom with one tumor, while the third one is homoge-
neous phantom with two tumors. Prototype of phantom
model with fabrication process setup for the detection of
breast cancer [26] is depicted in Figure 4(d).

Vector network analyzer (VNA) of 85070E dielectric
sample kit is being used for measurement of dielectric
constant and tangent loss. In the experiment, electrical
properties of breast phantom are obtained at seven
different locations of different layers. The target value
reaches as these seven data samples are averaged. The
dielectric constant ranges for tumor tissue layers, skin, fat
and gland tissue are 60–61, 34–40, 9–14, and 18–45
respectively and their conductivity ranges are 3.8–6.5,
1.5–2.5, 1.7–2.5, and 1.6–2.5 respectively [28].

4.1 PCA of reflection coefficient

Return loss of antenna has been measured by setting the
antenna at the top of the simulated breast phantom.
Further, the tumors have been placed between the

Table : Co-ordinates and their PC values.

Position Nos Co-ordinates of
tumor at (x, y) in mm

PC calues (PC, PC)

 (, ) (., .)
 (, ) (., )
 (, ) (., .)
 (, ) (., .)
 (, ) (., −.)
 (, ) (., −.)
 (, ) (., −.)

Table : Comparison table of proposed antenna sensor with existing research work.

References Number of phantoms
with which experiment
performed

Maximum
gain

Antenna types
used in sensor

Size of antenna
(mm)

Frequency
range

Sensor results for
analysis

[] Single . dB Circular patch  × . .–.GHz Simulated SAR
[] Single Not mentioned Vivaldi antenna  ×  .–. GHz S analysis
[] Two Not mentioned Slot antenna  × . .– GHz GMP
[] Three Not mentioned  elements UMAS  ×  .– GHz S analysis with PCA
[] Single . dBi SSVA  ×  .–. GHz PSF
Proposed Three . dB CSLA sensor  ×  .– GHz S analysis with PCA
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glandular layer and the fat at different positions from
position 1 to position 7 as depicted in Figure 4(a). S11 data
has been found in such a way, that it gives the locations of
tumor at different positions. Further, variations in S11
parameters for various positions are depicted on a single
point with the help of machine learning using PCA algo-
rithm. The PCA has two components; principal component
1 and principal component 2. These seven positions with
their PC values are tabulated as under in Table 1.

Normal phantom at position (0.345, 0.7) clearly dif-
ferentiates between a malignant phantom and non-
malignant phantom as shown in Figure 4(c).

Figure 5(a) shows the reflection coefficient of the
antenna obtained by VNA for a normal phantom, single
tumor phantom and double tumor phantom. This depicts
quite small differences among the reflection curves of
normal phantom, single and multiple tumors phantom.
To recognize it correctly, PCA has been utilized on these
reflection parameters. To differentiate between a normal
and a benign tumor phantom, the principal component
values of both the phantoms have been analyzed. PC
values of normal phantom, single tumor and multi-tumor
phantom are (0.54408, 0.77917), (0.57559, −0.60837) and
(0.59204, −0.15092) respectively. Figure 5(b) shows that
the tumor can be easily detected with the help of different
PC values. Thus, the task to differentiate among the
normal phantom, phantom with single and multiple
tumors has been accomplished (Table 2).

In Table 3, a comparison between the proposed and
researched work. Proposed CSLA sensor has verified with
three different fabricated phantoms. The compact design,
ultrawideband characteristics and S11 analysis using PCA
makes sensor more sensitive for detecting tumors.

Comparison Table 4 shows the antennas with two
ranges of bandwidth either 3–14 GHz or 2.7–12 GHz but
the proposed antenna in this article has 2.34–13 GHz. In
cancer detection, lower frequencies provide more depth of

penetration and wider bandwidth facilitates for the higher
resolution. Thus, the proposed antenna is better option for
cancer detection.

5 Conclusions

A single compact radiating CSLA element has been pro-
posed for detection of breast cancer. Crescent slot loaded
antenna with simple and compact design operates in four
bands and tri notch. Antenna sensor operates in the fre-
quency range of 2.34–13 GHz with peak gain of 7.13 dB at
frequency 11.2 GHz. Notch peaks are obtained at three fre-
quencies: 3.1 GHz, 4.8 GHz, and 6.3 GHz. Three different
heterogeneous breast phantom models have been devel-
oped for the experimental arrangement. After measure-
ment, it is observed that electrical properties of both real
breast and proposed phantom are nearly same. The dif-
ference between the power reflected from a malignant and
a normal tissue with PCA technique becomes the founda-
tion for the detection of cancer tissues. In thisway, antenna
becomes highly helpful in detection of deep laying
cancerous tissues.
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